(Press release)
W-Wodqa®
Wodqa® is an ultra premium spirit – flavored by nature.
The extremely pure distillate is distilled seven times and never(!) filtered.
The basic elements of wheat and water, as well as the distillation, are decisive for the
outstanding quality of W-Wodqa®.
The winter wheat comes from a small farm. The granite primary rock provides our water
with valuable minerals and at the same time is the reason for its extremely low lime
content. The water is drawn freshly from a spring in a nearby Austrian nature reserve
and is then used within 24 hours.
The subsequent distillation according to the pot-still method (in a still, as is common for
good whiskeys and fine spirits) follows with highest accuracy. The distillate comes from
the middle run of the distillation process, the so-called »heart«, which is separated in a
particularly composed and meticulous way.
Of course, such a pure distillate is free of any additives (even legally permitted ones), be
it sugar or other aromatic substances.
The consistency in production, which is based on the purity of the raw materials, makes
any kind of filtering unnecessary. The fine grain flavors are thus preserved and are
transported by the mineral-rich water.
With regionality, freshness and quality, we produce an extremely soft and aromatic
vodka – ergo no little water (Slavic, Russian, Polish for Vodka) that has been »filtered to
death«, but a true aqua vitae.
The producer’s maxim of »Q for quality« is therefore not only an inherent part of the
company and brand names through the use of the letter »q«, but also a particular
feature of the distillate: a spirit that is extremely pure and consistently different.
Find out more about the ultra premium spirit at: www.wodqa.com
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W-Wodqa® was awarded a gold medal at the World Spirits Awards 2014 in the Vodka
category.
The design of the spirit in a box received the iF Packaging Design Award and the Red Dot
Award in the Product Design category.
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